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Introduction

This document describes the vision and program 
for the third public park at Hemisfair -- Tower 
Park. Approximately 5.5. acres, this park is south of 
the iconic Tower of the Americas and is anchored 
by Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center to the 
north. It will include future public private partner-
ship real estate projects that could bring residen-
tial, entertainment, retail and office uses.

Since the Hemisfair Master Plan was approved 
by City Council in 2012, Hemisfair Park Area 
Redevelopment Corporation (HPARC) has built 
a brand for high quality and well programmed 
public space. Yanaguana Garden opened in 2015 
with immense success and Civic Park is slated to 
open in 2022. Now, Tower Park has the opportu-
nity to complete the Hemisfair experience with 
complementary uses that are unique in character.

In December 2018, Project for Public Spaces (PPS) 
kicked off a robust engagement process with 
an initial brainstorming session with the Tower 
Park Task Force. On March 4th and 5th, 2019, 
PPS engaged San Antonio residents in a public 
outreach effort, which included a pop-up event in 
Yanaguana Garden that drew input from about 
110 passersby, a public presentation and work-
shop with over 100 community members, and a 
series of stakeholder focus groups such as senior 
citizens, parents, historical preservation advo-
cates, cultural organizations, young professionals 
and local government agencies (see Appendix 
A on page 21). A second session with the Task 
Force looked at the emerging ideas and set forth 
a direction for the vision. In May 2019, Hemisfair 
staff facilitated meetings with a youth group and 
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community advocacy groups, including repre-
sentatives from the Lavaca, Dignowity Hill, and 
Denver Heights neighborhoods. 

The purpose of this engagement was to collect 
ideas that reflect local values from key stakehold-
ers and future users of Tower Park and to create 
a vision that builds on the current uses at Yana-
guana Garden and those being planned for Civic 
Park. 

In addition, an online survey was distributed to 
the San Antonio community to invite greater 
participation. Over the course of five weeks, 912 
people responded and shared ideas for Tower 
Park.
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Summary of 
Themes

Below is a summary of themes that emerged from 
this public outreach. It was evident throughout 
our engagement process that community-ori-
ented uses that cater first and foremost to  
San Antonians are key to the success of Tower 
Park and would garner civic pride and apprecia-
tion. 

“Please make it a vibrant spot where locals 

and tourists can enjoy throughout the year.”

“A vibe in that park that is respectful to  

San Antonio’s culture yet feels fresh and new, 

and will further cement San Antonio as a 

world-class city” 

THEME: A BALANCED GREEN SPACE

There is a general desire to create a place that 
is simultaneously vibrant, active, and relaxing. 
Striking a balance between a quiet community 
green space and a fun, recreational destination for 
locals can reflect this character. 

“I’d like to see a green space where people  can 

lie on blankets, hang out and throw frisbees.” 

“San Antonio needs a downtown green space.”

“Keep it natural but have multiple changing 

attractions to keep people coming back.”

“I hope that a lot more greenery is brought in, 

and that there can be a quiet, meditative part 

of the park.”

“A garden park, like an oasis in the city, would 

be nice to relax in... where people are spending 

the afternoon reading and having a picnic, 

etc.”

Using the park’s existing tree canopy and lawn 
area as a gathering place, creating opportunities 
for intimate gardens along with interactive water 
features, can help to soften the backdrop of the 
park’s future developed edges. 

Other ideas supporting a tranquil park setting 
included rehabilitation of the park’s existing 

What overall character would 
you recommend for Tower 
Park?

72%

Natural 
Green 

44%

Urban
Plaza

21%

Active
Recreational

* Survey completed by 912 respondents
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buildings into pavilions or coworking spaces 
offering a creative and inviting alternative to 
the office or home office. Quiet work and study 
spaces, suggested by students and youth groups, 
would be appropriate in this setting. 

This concept of a quieter park would complement 
Yanaguana Garden and Civic Park. The master 
plan identified Civic Park as a Regional Park, 
Yanaguana Garden as a Play Environment and 
Tower Park as a Community Park. Together, each 
of these areas should create a holistic experience 
where the levels of activity in each park can  
fluctuate. 

THEME: REFLECTING ON HISTORY

Tower Park provides an opportunity to pay 
homage to the multicultural neighborhood 
that existed in the area before the World’s Fair, 
acknowledge the evolution of the place as a 
forward-looking world-class destination, and 
reignite the passion to live in or near downtown. 
Although there are existing nods to the past, 
many visitors and residents remain unaware of 
the area’s rich history. 

Experiencing and understanding this important 
and unique identity through art installations, 
video projections, exhibits, programming, and 
signage can educate new audiences. Repurposing 
the historical buildings and encouraging uses and 
activities that reflect the festive and celebratory 
quality of the World’s Fair resonated with stake-
holders.  
 
“I would love the park to be a place that 

would teach about San Antonio history...

perhaps even specifically the World’s Fair.” 
 

“I would love to see the remaining World’s 

Fair built structures repurposed.” 
 

* Pop-up survey completed by approximately 100 passersby 

at Yanaguana Garden
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THEME: LOCAL ARTS AND CULTURE

Stakeholders emphasized the need for Tower 
Park to be programmed with uses that reflect 
local values, cultures, and interests and welcome 
everyone in the community. This was seen 
as being critical to the park’s authenticity. In 
addition to the large iconic cultural and arts 
events that occur here, there should be some-
thing happening more frequently in Tower Park; 
everyday activities such as people-watching, 
lounging, and relaxing. Residents, particularly 
youth, mentioned bringing murals and Fiesta 
colors here as a way to celebrate the beauty of  
San Antonio culture. Some liked the idea of 
creating a space specifically for self-expression 
through graffiti art.

Suggestions to build artistic collaboration and high-
light San Antonio’s creative talent included hosting 
a residency program where visiting artists could 
showcase their work and engage with viewers.

Inviting and enabling local creatives to use Tower 
Park as their canvas, stage, studio, or classroom 
can reinforce downtown as a cultural and arts 
hub. To further support this, the cultural insti-
tutions in and around the park can offer unique 
programming opportunities such as music perfor-
mances; visual and audio recordings; educational 
programs; and performance art and theater that 

can spill into Tower Park and blur the boundaries 
between the indoor and outdoor spaces.

Communal spaces for dinners or small-scale 
community events such as poetry readings, 
classes and neighborhood meet-ups were 
suggested. A small stage area could encourage 
impromptu perfromances and add a layer of spon-
taneity and community ownership to the space. 

Targeted outreach supported ideas that emerged 
during the workshop and focus group meetings.  
Spaces designed specifically for self-expression, 
skate culture, do-it-yourself plug ‘n play, inter-
active art, gaming and other technology-based 
interventions such as turntable equipment that 
allow aspiring DJs to experiment could attract 
and highlight young talent. 
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Discussions about repurposing the historic 
buildings focused on serving the future residen-
tial community in Tower Park. Ideas included a 
daycare, dry cleaner, grocer, bakery, wine shop, 
native plant store, pet store, pharmacy, hair and 
nail salon, community kitchen, meeting places for 
community events, coworking and studio spaces, 
and casual eateries serving breakfast and dinner. 

Survey respondents expressed their desire for a 
welcoming space to hang out with friends.

“Integrate functions for working population 

serving in the hospitality and medical industry.”

“I would love to see space available for the 

community to gather for everything from 

meet-ups to rallies, exercise groups, and play 

dates.”

“What a fabulous opportunity to walk your 

child to their nursery and then you walk to 

work.”

 

What activities and uses would 
draw you to Tower Park?

   

“Open air space for outdoor movies, live plays, 

art.”

“Embody our community, culture and commit-

ment to family.”

 

THEME: NEIGHBORHOOD CONVENIENCES

Places such as a small lawn, a dog park, gardens 
and playscapes with interactive water features 
were mentioned, and reinforced the need for 
social areas that are neighborly and engaging. 

75%

* Survey completed by 912 respondents.            

   Responders were asked to select all that apply.
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THEME: FOOD OPTIONS

The existing restaurants at Yanaguana Garden 
are well-loved and appreciated. People felt that 
Tower Park could be another important food 
and beverage destination that is more casual 
in character, a vision that could be achieved 
by diversifying vending options and adding 
kiosks, pop-ups, a beer garden, food hall, carts, 
food trucks, and rotating chefs. This could be 
an opportunity to incubate local culinary entre-
preneurs and reflect local cultures, while also 
ensuring affordability for the local community.  
Participants expressed an interest in a ‘grab and 
go’ coffee or sandwich stand where you can also 
linger for a while.

“Restaurants or food trucks that are accessible 

is a great draw.”

“Outdoor kitchen - could be near commu-

nity garden - CIA or local chefs could become 

guest chef and have demonstrations or use it 

during festivals.”

THEME: HEALTH AND WELLNESS

There is an interest to build movement and 
fitness into the overall design of Tower Park. 
People suggested climbable playscapes that are 
adult-friendly and adventure courses that chal-
lenge users to a tough workout. Others preferred 
yoga, dance, or cooking classes that could be 
hosted indoors and outdoors, and some advo-
cated for a reflective and relaxing space that could 
be used for a mental break during the day. 

Active recreation, such as pick-up sports and 
skating, or an obstacle course could give younger 
users additional reasons to hang out at Tower 
Park. A walking/jogging trail (with mile markers) 
that weaves the three parks together was also 
suggested by focus group participants and 
multiple survey respondents.

“Exercise equipment for adults.”

“I’m an avid runner / bicyclist. I heavily 

recommend extending the street grid into the 

park and providing a route through it.”

75%
of survey respondents want
food options

43%
of survey respondents said
they want jogging paths here
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THEME: LOCAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Providing incentives and resources to expand the 
entrepreneurial community could build a model 
for all services and conveniences within Tower 
Park. Showcasing new and futuristic ideas in the 
culinary, tech, and arts scene is an important part 
of San Antonian culture. Business incubators 
could be encouraged to offer interesting ground 
floor activation, interactive experiences, and tours 
of their landing space.

“Make it inviting to startup businesses” 

 

THEME: AMENITIES

Tower Park will be a year-round destination and 
gathering place that should function daily as well 
as for special events and programs. Providing a 
variety of seating features such as hammocks and 
rocking chairs will create a social and fun atmo-

sphere.  Colorful, ambient lighting during the 
evening hours can add a warm and welcoming 
charm to the space and specifically lighting up 
the Tower will elevate it as an attraction and 
photo opportunity. Shade will be a priority. In 
addition to the demand for more trees, many 
suggested outdoor fans and misting stations to 
relieve summer heat. Parents of young children 
expressed their desire to have a water feature with 
an interactive learning component where flow of 
water can be manipulated. Other residents liked 
the idea of water features for their calming effect. 
Games, technology, charging stations and inter-
active elements were favored during discussions. 

60%

* Survey completed by 912 respondents.

   Responders were asked to select all that apply.
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58% of survey respondents want 
small retail here

What features would you like 
to see at Tower Park?
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Water supply, acoustics, and electricity require-
ments should be carefully studied and installed as 
part of the initial construction to allow for flexi-
bility between these uses. Clustering uses such as 
the dog park and beer garden create an innova-
tive social hub. 

“This would be a good opportunity to bring in 

trees, water features, and food/retail opportu-

nity for adults and millennials in the city.”

“A dedicated area where artists can paint, 

draw, sculpt, sing, perform, etc., in the open 

air.”

“Things for youth of the area. Skate Park! A fun 

place to hang out.” 

“Shade, shade, shade - such an imperative for 

our city & year-round use!”

“Please have security and information areas so 

people can have assistance when needed.”

“I really think lighting up the tower would be a 

huge show-stopper.”

“A dog park, please!”

THEME: CONNECTIVITY

Currently park users feel that the eastern section 
of Hemisfair is inhospitable, disconnected, and 
hard to access because of limited entrances and 
the harshness of surrounding parking lots. For 
a multi-generational destination that caters to a 
diversity of socio-economic groups, connections 
that facilitate movement on a variety of modes 
will be crucial. 

It is essential to facilitate a safe and inviting park 
experience, one that remains easily accessible 
to those with disabilities, bicyclists, parents with 
strollers, and scooters. Some specific ideas that 
came up include a combination of crosswalk 
improvements, continuous sidewalks, gateway 
treatments, lighting, and places to sit and take 
a break along the way. Directional signage, art 
pieces, or murals could guide people toward the 
park.

With two adjacent major citywide anchor destina-
tions, the Riverwalk and Convention Center, clear 
and intuitive physical and visual connections 
can serve to catalyze economic outcomes for all. 
The Convention Center welcomes over 750,000 
visitors annually who, along with staff, should feel 
naturally welcome to enjoy Tower Park for meet-
ings, working, and leisure.

Additionally, the area’s cultural institutions 
provide opportunities to create active ground 
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floor uses and daily programming. Connecting 
these organizations and developing a unified 
marketing approach to promote programs and 
events can build on the success of their events. 
How these destinations connect to one another 
is essential to their collective experience. Part-
nerships with other community organizations 
can help encourage a connection to, and sense 
of stewardship over, this park. For example, the 
City of San Antonio’s Ambassadors Program  
promotes volunteerism, health and wellbeing, and 
arts and culture through their DreamSA initia-
tive. Survey responses indicated an expression 
of interest from Junior Rangers in activities that 
involve nature. 

Suggestions to improve the visitor experience 
included providing a free shuttle that could link 
to surrounding destinations and adding more 
VIA stops around Hemisfair. Iconic gateways 

into the park, if considered during design, should 
be visible from a distance. The central spine 
leading to the Tower could incorporate lighting 
and rotating art along the path. A jogging trail 
connecting Yanaguana Garden, Civic Park, and 
Tower Park was also suggested multiple times.

“Include a learning library of all the neighbor-

hoods.” 

“Better public transportation to commute and 

easier access from outside of downtown.”

“I would like the park to be more accessible 

since some places I had to carry my son in a 

wheelchair.”

“It would be great to have dedicated trolleys 

making the big loop with different drop-offs 

that would connect with other trolley and VIA 

stops.”

“We live walking distance from site of Tower 

Park in Lavaca, and I would want easier access 

to Hemisfair from Cesar Chavez at Labor St or 

Indianola St.”

“I live less than a mile from this park but still 

feel isolated due to HWY 281.  Hemisfair will be 

one of the country’s greatest parks, but what 

does that mean if the city around it doesn’t 

facilitate that greatness and make it accessible 

to everyone?  

56%
of survey respondents said 
they walk to get around in 
downtown
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As part of an interactive exercise during the Public Work-
shop on March 4, 2019, participants were asked to use an 
online platform, Mentimeter, to submit three words that 
described their vision for the future Tower Park. Survey 
respondents were also asked to submit three words.  The 
words that were most frequently mentioned are  illustrated 
here. 

Words such as, “green,” “fun,” “shade,” “active,” “friend-
ly,” and “relaxing” were most frequently used. The words 
“community,” “natural,” “accessible,” “historic,” and “family” 
were also mentioned repeatedly.

What words describe your ideal 
Tower Park?

Tower Park Vision
Word Cloud

Green
Relaxingfun

Shade
Community

FamilySafe
Open

active

Inviting
peaceful

Historic
Modern

walkable

comfortable

Cultural

Welcoming

functional

connected

unique

water

authentic

reflective

serene

entertainment

fitness

communal

Playful

kid friendly

exercise

Dog park

ecofriendly

adventurous

seating

inspiring

variety
vibrant

interactive

multiusetrees

healthy

oasis

dynamic

attractive

exciting
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Green
Relaxing

friendlyfun

Shade

Natural

Community accessible

Inclusive

Beautiful

food

Historic
Modern

music
urban

walkable

sustainable

Garden

Welcoming

retail

beer

unique
lush

clean

colorful

art

educational
innovative

engaging

entertainment
communal

tranquility

night

kid friendly
creative

exercise

organic
pedestrian

adventurous

parking

gathering

artistic
people

multiuse

oasis lively

scenic

quiet

meeting

diverse
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Vision Statement

The Tower Park Vision

is
The Tower Park Vision 

is not
• AUTHENTIC 

• LOCAL

• RELAXING

• GREEN

• INVITING

• COMFORTABLE

• A PLACE TO HANG OUT

• FLEXIBLE FOR EVENTS AND 
DAILY PROGRAMMING

• INTERGENERATIONAL

• INCLUSIVE

• AFFORDABLE

• A PLACE FOR CREATIVITY 

• FUN

• A CELEBRATION OF HISTORY

• GENERIC

• ANYWHERE USA

• STRESSFUL

• OVER-HARDSCAPED

• INACCESSIBLE

• FORMAL

• EMPTY

• INFLEXIBLE 

• AGE RESTRICTED

• EXCLUSIVE

• OVERPRICED

• UNINSPIRING

• BORING

• IGNORANT OF HISTORY
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Tower Park will be a community 
oasis with multiple uses dedicated 
to locals and open to all. The 
design and programming of the 
space will promote a natural, 
green character, balanced with 
recreation and community activi-
ties. The park will reinforce a 
unique sense of place by focusing 
on local arts and culture, health 
and wellness, and the importance 
of Hemisfair’s history.
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Using information gathered during the public 
engagement phase, preliminary recommenda-
tions for the program of uses at Tower Park are 
illustrated here.

Proposed Destinations

GARDEN 
OASIS

FLEX  
COMMUNITY   

HUB

RECREATIONAL   
AREA

WORK/
STUDY 
PODS

SCULPTURE

POLLINATOR 
GARDEN

MEDITATION 
AREA

LEARNING LAB

FITNESS  
CLASS AREA

LAWN 

WATER  
FEATURE

SMALL RETAIL

PERFORMANCE 
SPACE

BEER 
GARDEN

DOG  
PARK

SKATE 
SPOT 

BIKE/SKATE 
RENTAL 

OBSTACLE 
COURSE 

ROCK 
CLIMBING 

FITNESS 
FEATURES 

BBQ  
PITS 

CONVERSATION  
PITS/CLASSROOM

MAKER/ 
STUDIO 
SPACE

ART 
WALL

COMMUNITY  
CENTER

POP UP 
RETAIL

LAWN  
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SITE-WIDE FEATURES

• Jogging/walking/strolling path/trail 
connecting the whole park 

• Creative tree lighting
• Fun seating
• Shade 
• Iconic focal point
• Art installations
• History panels
• Color!

E. César E Chavez 

Hem
isf

air 
Blv

d.

Henry B. González 
Convention Center

Hemisfair Blvd.

E. Nueva St.

U.S Federal 
Building

Courthouse

UNAMMCI

Tower of the 
Americas

The ‘68 
Apartments

FLEX  
COMMUNITY   

HUB GARDEN 
OASIS

RECREATIONAL   
AREA
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1. GARDEN OASIS

Intimate garden areas with interactive playful yet 
tranquil water features will provide a beautiful, 
relaxing environment that encourages creativity. 
Deck chairs and hammocks under shade trees 
create a comfortable place to relax, lounge, and 
read a book. Outdoor study rooms or work pods 
with charging stations and plenty of seating 
opportunities will draw people looking for a 
quiet yet dynamic place to get their innovative 
juices flowing. Open entrances and narrow path-
ways will encourage pedestrians to enjoy a walk 
through native grasses, and plants and flowers 
will offer a unique backdrop and photo opp for 
visitors. A shaded lawn area will simultaneously 
invite picnickers and those wanting to throw a 
frisbee. 

Pollinator garden
Mimicking the butterfly garden at Yanaguana 
Garden, a demonstration pollinator garden at 
Tower Park will accentuate its character as one 
that is sensitive to the local ecology. Native plants 
and colorful planter boxes can be used to test 
various growing methods.

Teaching Gardens 
As a visual attraction and an educational tool 
for promoting sustainable agriculture, teaching 
gardens can be curated with drought resistant 
plants, seasonal vegetables and native grasses. 
Storm water management techniques and health 
classes can be taught at certain times every week, 

inviting groups, especially seniors and students 
to use Tower Park as a lab. A pavilion can provide 
storage space, and serve as outdoor classroom 
space where art, health and environmental educa-
tion can happen routinely. In addition, this space 
can cater to small events and dining.

Meditation/Music grove
Hammocks, rocking chairs, or other unique 
seating that encourages relaxation, set in an 
enclosed area with soft background music will 
attract people looking to get away, to meditate or 
read. A small water feature such as a small fish 
pond here will add to the sensory experience. 
A small lawn area here could allow for low key 
fitness classes such as yoga.

A combination of unique art installations and 
lush greenery will provide a magical atmo-
sphere to absorb the surroundings, wander 
along different paths, enjoy a coffee, and sit and 
exchange artistic interpretations.

Study areas
Beautiful and intimate work areas will draw 
conventioneers, students and others to enjoy the 
outdoors while studying, reading or working. A 
small kiosk with reading materials, books and 
newspapers will invite users to lounge and linger.
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Building uses

Gardening supply and plant shops in additional 
to health and wellness retail will support recom-
mended uses here. The community hub building 
(see page 24) could include a learning lab. The 
ground floor of the Tower of America can evolve 
into a full service cafe with a patio dining. 
 
 
AMENITIES

Comfortable seating for lounging; Hammocks

Teaching Garden Pavilion

Coffee cart

Book cart

Pergola or canopy for shade

Communal tables and seating

TEACHING 
GARDENS

STUDY 
AREAS

MEDITATION/
MUSIC GROVE

WATER
PATIO

RETAIL

CAFE

Tower of the 
Americas

POLLINATOR
GARDEN
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Audiorama, Mexico City, Mexico

Hoi An, Vietnam

Spruce Street Harbor, Philadelphia Elizabeth Street Garden, New York
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Philadelphia

South Street pop up garden, Philadelphia

Elizabeth Street Garden, NewYork

Independence Beer Garden, Philadelphia

Teaching and Demo Garden, Sunnyvale, CA
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2. FLEX COMMUNITY HUB

To encourage unique and interesting program-
ming, this social hub will accommodate a variety 
of types and scales of community events, from  
food festivals, movies in the park, potlucks, and a 
seasonal beer garden to small-scale speaker series 
events, poetry readings, story telling sessions, 
and music performances. An off-leash dog park 
will attract neighbors at all times of the day. It will 
be a place to visit throughout the year, offering 
seasonal activities and rotating interactive art 
installations. Food trucks and other vendors can 
pull into the space or line the street.

 
Performance space 

This area could serve as a stage for community 
programs and performances as well as a hard-
scaped plaza sheltered from the heat, traffic and 
active use on the lawn. The existing natural envi-
ronment provides an attractive setting for more 
intimate discussions, lectures and meetings. 

Community Hub and patio

The Community Hub will provide indoor spaces 
for  classes, events,  and community meetings. A 
kitchen and an outdoor brick oven would allow 
for food demonstrations and communal meal 
preparation. A patio will offer flexible open space 
for picnic tables and  BBQ pits and pop up stalls. 
On some days of the week, food trucks could offer 
more lunch options.

Indoor/Outdoor eatery
In addition to, or, as an extension of the cafe at 
the Tower of America, a beer garden type atmo-
sphere provides a year round use and anchors 
additional outdoor programming in a what could 
be a communal and green environment. While 
options for fast casual dining or grab ‘n go food 
will attract people on the go, a sit down establish-
ment with outdoor seating  can anchor other uses 
such as the dog park.  For example, Mutts Canine 
Cantina in Dallas is a casual cafe that serves beer 
on a dog friendly patio, with an adjacent off -leash 
park 

Dog park 

While dogs could be permitted throughout Tower 
Park, designated areas for large and small dogs 
create social hubs. Shaded areas with comfortable 
seating, interesting play and spray features, and 
hydration stations that are integrated with food 
and drink options for oweners can invite dog 
owners to stay a little longer.

Interactive Art wall
A place for artistic expression, whether free-
style or an ever-changing piece of work with an 
ongoing, interactive element, will invite visitors to 
leave a mark.  Also, the perfect photo opp!
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Building uses
Daily conveniences such as dry cleaning, clothing, 
or daycare would be ideal for ground floors of new 
buildings. Entertainment, housewares, pet and 
toy stores as well as arts and craft supply shops 
would support the recommended program.

Reuse of historic buildings: A studio space for 
emerging artists to make art, music, or crafts 
could host artist residencies and allow for the 
public to get a glimpse of the maker process.  

AMENITIES

Shade, with trees and canopies

Multiple kinds of seating

Stage

Kitchen/Outdoor oven

Picnic tables

BBQ pits

Pop up stalls

Water features for dogs: spray fountain, hoses for clean-up

DOG
PARK

PATIO

POP UP 
RETAIL

COMMUNITY 
HUB 

PERFORMANCE 
SPACE

EATERY

RETAIL

ART WALL
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Cannary, San Francisco

Governor’s Island

Oval + Park, Philadelphia
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MUTTS Canine Cantina, Dallas, TX

W 28th Food Pod, Portland

Wishing Wall, Oklahoma City

Braintree Atrium, Chicago, IL
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3. RECREATIONAL AREA
 

The recreation area at Tower Park will encourage 
adventurous, creative play and fitness. Fitness 
features can allow park goers to test their stength. 
A skate spot can attract neighborhood youth to 
the park and welcome them to hang out with 
friends, enjoy some informal play, and host 
classes for new skaters to encourage an exchange 
of skills and knowledge. For ambitious San Anto-
nians, an intense obstacle course can offer a new 
challenge in addition to a jogging path that will 
connect all of Hemisfair.  An art wall could define 
an edge and provide a space for free expression.  

 
Skate spot 
A small skate area could go a long way to 
enhancing Hemisfair as an attractive destina-
tion for teens. A series of rails, boxes and ramps 
combined with comfortable seating for hanging 
out and affordable food options nearby could offer 
multiple reasons to be there. Engaging artwork 
and spaces for youth expression can be integrated 
into the area.  
 

Obstacle course 
To continue the recreational offerings, a sequence 
of fitness features, ranging from a climbing 
structures to exercise equipment to zip lines will 
form an adventure course that can be used by all 
abilities in different capacities to make staying fit 
fun and engaging. 

Lawn 

A lawn area provides an amenity for recreation, 
small scale entertainment and events. Fitness 
classes, boot camp workouts, volleyball and other 
rental games could encourage daily use.  

Building uses

Recreation-oriented pop up retail such as bike 
repair, skate/bike rental and activewear shops 
would support the recommended uses here. 
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AMENITIES

Shade, with trees and canopies

Multiple kinds of seating

Drinking fountain

Fitness equipment storage facility

OBSTACLE 
COURSE

SKATE SPOT

POP UP 
RETAIL

LAWN

FITNESS

ENTRANCE
PLAZA
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Scioto Audubon Metro Park, Columbus, OH

Tenny Creek Neighborhood Park, WA

Skate Sculpture pop up, City of Perth, Australia James Island County Park, Charleston, SC
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Drapers Field, Waltham Forest, UKThe Bear Trail, Cullompton, UK

Burns Outdoor Obstacle Training, New South Wales, Australia
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Small performances SA Childrens Ballet, Youth Orchestra, SA Symphony, Local buskers, UTSA Arts, Magik Theater

Speaker series Say Si, Esperanza, Polish Society, Pecha Kucha, Poetry Slam
Classes/skill training Department of Human Services, EETC
Community Hub Local restaurant with community mission
BBQing/cooking HEB, Big Daddy’s
Art wall artist groups/collectives, and/or art based nonprofit
Studio/maker space Local creatives, collectives, STEAM programming
Beer garden SA Cerveceros
Dog park Parks Foundation
Focal point artist groups/collectives, and/or art based nonprofit
Pop up vending TOA, Chamber of Commerce, local vendors
Food trucks San Antonio Food Truck Association, Center City Dev. Dept. 
Toys/entertainment Corporate sponsorship from Lego or similar

Local conveniences Chamber of Commerce, Small Business Association

Flex Community Hub

Morning Lunch Evening

M       T     W     Th    F       Sa    Su Potential Partners

Potential Uses and Partnerships

Sculptures/installations ITC, MCI, UTSA Arts, Luminaria, local artists
Teaching Gardens UTSA, Master Gardeners SA Botanical Garden
Pollinator garden Parks Foundation, Monarch Fest
Storytime Local library, Magik Theater, Bee-lingual Bees
Health classes Local clinics, Public Health institutions and/or hospitals
Poetry readings Spoken word groups, schools, literary clubs, library
Meditation/reflection Blue Cat, meet-up groups, Art of Living, San Antonio Zon
Study stations ACCD, UTSA
Hammocks Corporate sponsorship, Whole Earth, REI
Water feature SARA, SAWS, Wittemuseum
Meeting area Visit San Antonio, Convention Center
Work stations Scaleworks, Geekdom, Impact Guild, Cultural nonprofits
Reading room Convention Center, ACCD
Walking San Antonio Walks, Move Fit Live
Picnicking Paleteria, CommonWealth
Fitness classes YMCA, Blue Cat, SA Sports, local gym, EnergyX Fitness
Food vending Local vendors, Breakfast & Lunch
Plant/gardening shop Local beautification groups, food access advocates, Gardepia Gardens

Health and wellness shop (Healthy living advocates, food access advocates)

M       T     W     Th    F       Sa    Su Potential PartnersGarden Oasis
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Skate spot SPA?
Obstacle course Corporate Sponsorship, Spartan.com etc.
Rock climbing SA Sports, local gym 
Fitness features SA Sports, local gym
Zip line SA Sports, local gym 
Informal play Kaboom
Fitness classes YMCA, Blue Cat Yoga, EnergyX fitness
Bike repair San Antonio Bike Coop, community bike groups 
Skate/Bike rental San Antonio Bike Coop, community bike groups
Fitness related shopping Chamber of Commerce, fleetfeet, iRun

Potential Building uses
Eating, dining SA Food Truck Assoc., Culinary Institute of America 
Conveniences Chamber of Commerce, Small Business Association
Park pavilion
Studio Local creatives
Classroom/meeting space Local job and workforce training programs, City and Colleges
Retail Chamber of Commerce, Small Business Association
Storage
Entertainment Youth Orchestra, SA Symphony, Local buskers, UTSA Arts, Magik Theater

Site wide features
Jogging/Walking trail San Antonio Walks
Creative tree lighting Luminaria
Fun seating
Art installations Arts and Culture, (local artists)
Informational signage Arts and Culture
Planting (Local beautification groups)

 

Recreational Area M       T     W     Th    F       Sa    Su Potential Partners
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POP-UP ENGAGEMENT 
Sunday, March 4, 2019, Yanaguana Garden
110+ people engaged

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS 
Monday, March 4, 2019 and Tuesday, March 5, 2019
PPS met with various groups to discuss existing challenges 
and future opportunities at Tower Park

Seniors Focus Group

Attendee Organization  
Angelina Zinnel Downtown Resident 
Jody Blake Downtown Resident
Rick Casey Downtown Resident
Dixie Boyd Way Northside Resident
Gary Boyd Way Northside Resident

Cultural History Focus Group 

Attendee Organization 
Lewis Fisher  Fisher Heck
Sue Ann Pemberton UTSA/HPARC
Edward Hall OHP Staff
Claudia Guerra  OHP - Cult. Historian
Jenny Hay OHP Scout Team

Hemisfair Funders Focus Group 

Attendee Organization 
Lisa Costello SA Resident
Paul Krause Rockwald, LTD
Mark Skeans Skeans & Associates LLC
John Burnam Burnam | Gray
Siro Gutierrez Bank of America
Barry Clark La Villita Café
Tanya Clark Scent Chips at La Villita

Parents of Young Children Focus Group 

Attendee Organization
Scott Silva SA Resident
Ruth Castillo SA Resident
Michael Grimes  SA Resident
Elisa Trevino  SA Resident
Alfred Chavira  SA Resident
Angel Marriott  SA Resident
Julie Maldonado  SA Resident
Jose Castaneda  SA Resident
Mendi Ethridge  SA Resident
Cecilia Rodriguez SA Resident

Young Professionals Focus Group

Attendee Organization
Howard Garner NIX Health
Zac Harris Solar One 80
Erin Salinas KFW Engineering
Rachel Brehm Atkins Group
Philippa Martinez-Berrier SA Resident
Elaine Kearny  TBG

Local Govt. Agencies  Focus Group

Attendee Organization 
Xavier Urrutia  COSA Parks & Rec.
Jamaal Moreno  COSA TCI
Victoria Gonzalez Mayor’s Office
Christopher Lazaro CCDO
Jay Podjenski  City Council 
Sarah Esserlieu  COSA EDD
Ann Eaton COSA EDD - Opp. Zone Mgr.

Appendix A - 
Public participation
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Cultural Organizations Focus Group  

Attendee  Organization 
Amy Shaw   Fiesta SA
Kausi Subramaniam Diwali
Kathy Armstrong Luminaria
Kat Cadena  Luminaria 
Alexia Bautista  MCI
Milena Gonzalez  MCI
Gabe Navarro  UTSA ITC
Dr. Vela   UNAM Director
Eileen Kret  Fiesta SA/Diwali

MOVE Texas Focus Group
May 22, 2019
Teens/Students

Esperanza Peace & Justice Center 
Focus Group
July 19, 2019
Community Advocates

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
Monday, March 5, 2019, Convention Center  

100+ attendees
PPS facilitated a public workshop designed to help create a 
vision for Tower Park through interactive exercises.

TASK FORCE MEETINGS
Friday, December 21st, 2018
Tuesday, March 6, 2019

PPS met with the Tower Park Task Force, first to kick off the 
process, and again, to review findings from the engagement 
process thus far and to further discuss potential opportuni-
ties for Tower Park.

Member   Organization
Andres Andujar  HPARC
Omar Gonzalez  HPARC
Roger Tavares  HPARC
Steve Yndo  HPARC Board
Melissa Chamrad HPARC Board
David Adelman  AREA Real Estate
Cherise Rohr-Allergini Lavaca Neighborhood
Patricia Muzquiz-Cantor HBGCC
Pete Alanis  COSA CCDO
Shannon Miller  HDRC
Irby Hightower  Alamo Architects
Brian Dillard  Dignowity Neighborhood
Shawn Hatter  Silver Ventures
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ONLINE SURVEY
912 completed responses

Survey responses by zip code

Hemisfair

35

37

10

410

35

410
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1.9%

1.7%

2.8%

40.2% 

0.3% 

0.3% 

55.9% 

4.8% 

46%

46%

46%

41%

36%

Demographics
Gender, Age & Race

What currently brings you to 
the Hemisfair area?

Top 5 responses

18-24

American Indian or Alaska Native

Asian or South Asian

Black or African American

Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin

Middle Eastern or North African

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

White

Other

* Survey was completed by 912 responders

Festivals

Food/Drinks

Relaxation

Arts and Culture

Play

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

M W

51% 49%

8.1% 25.6% 23.5% 18.2% 16.6% 7.9%
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